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Last August, administrators at Northwest Missouri State University handed 19-year-old Darren Finney a Sony Corp. electronic-book reader. The assignment for him and 200 other students: Use e-textbooks for studying, instead of heavy hardback texts.

At first, Mr. Finney worried about dropping the glass and metal device as he read. But eventually, the sophomore came to like the Reader. Its keyword search function, he says, was “easier than flipping through the pages of a regular book.” Dozens of other participants, however, dropped out of the program, complaining that the e-texts were awkward and inconvenient.

Arnold Schwarzenegger wants to bring digital math and science textbooks to California’s secondary schools as early as this fall. (Heavy old books, the governor says, are useful as weights for arm curls.)

Nationwide, universities, high schools and elementary schools are launching initiatives like the one at Northwest Missouri State, testing whether electronic texts that can be viewed on e-book readers or on laptop computers can cut costs and improve learning.

This fall, Amazon.com Inc. is sponsoring a pilot program for its large-screen Kindle DX e-reader with hundreds of students across seven colleges, including Princeton University and University of Virginia. Meanwhile, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger wants to bring digital math and science textbooks to California’s secondary schools as early as this fall. (Heavy old books, the governor says, are useful as weights for arm curls.)

Propponents tout e-books’ potential to do things that old-fashioned textbooks can’t. Since e-books aren’t printed and don’t need to be sold through physical distributors, they should theoretically be less expensive than regular books and can save students and schools money. What’s more, e-textbooks are environmentally friendly, can lighten backpacks and keep learning materials current.

But the transition has sparked controversy among some educators. They say that digital reading comes with drawbacks, including an expensive starting price for e-book readers and surprisingly high prices for digital textbooks. Also, publishers make e-texts difficult to share and eventually, the sophomore came to like the Reader. Its keyword search function, he says, was “easier than flipping through the pages of a regular book.” Dozens of other participants, however, dropped out of the program, complaining that the e-texts were awkward and inconvenient.
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that we have costs beyond printing and warehousing and distribution. We still have other overheads.”

Digital texts “could be a game changer that is phenomenal in so many different ways,” says Martin Ringle, chief technology officer at Reed College, which is participating in Kindle’s pilot program this fall. Yet “if the technology has passed muster but the price point hasn’t, then it’s...going to be a non-starter.”

Amazon declined to comment. Pearson PLC’s education unit, one of America’s largest textbook publishers, will be unveiling a selection of Kindle DX-compatible textbooks in a few weeks, and wouldn’t comment further on pricing. CourseSmart says its e-books cost, on average, half as much as print counterparts. Academic Press didn’t respond to a request for comment.

Many e-textbooks are also locked up technologically so they can’t be shared, printed or resold. In a recent study of 504 college students by the Student Public Interest Research Group, a consortium of student activists based in Chicago, the organization slammed existing e-textbook efforts such as CourseSmart for “being on the wrong track.”

Frank Lyman, CourseSmart’s executive vice president of marketing, argues that traditional printed books are also limited to one student at a time. CourseSmart is a consortium of publishers, including Pearson and McGraw-Hill Co. Its content, sold in limited-time subscriptions, can be read on PCs and printed out in small batches, but not read on a Kindle or a Sony Reader.

There are questions about how comfortable students will be studying on screens. In the Student PIRG study, 75% of college students said they would prefer print to digital texts.

Moreover, younger students might find the devices antiquated. Last year, educational research group Project Tomorrow asked students what elements they found most important in digital textbooks. Many said they wanted interactive features like videos and quizzes. No dedicated e-readers have these attributes.

In California, the move toward digital books faces hurdles because the state is advocating for digital textbooks to be free—which goes against the interests of publishers

Still, the state is moving ahead with its digital-books plan. California is reviewing 20 free math and science e-books that will be made available to teachers this fall. The state will leave it up to schools to figure out how to get the content to students, with solutions ranging from printing them out to handing them to students on CDs. This method, known as open source, could save the state millions.

Some California school districts say they have had positive results with e-texts so far. At the Las Virgenes Unified School District in southern California, digital books have been used on PCs and in printouts in elementary-school science classes since 2007. “The greatest immediate observable result is how quickly the kids get engaged,” says Las Virgenes schools superintendent Donald Zmiring. He adds, however, that there is no evidence e-texts improved reading or test scores. At colleges, trials of e-textbooks and readers have been mixed. When Northwest Missouri State ran its trial with the Sony Reader last fall, dozens of the 200 participants bailed out after about two weeks. “The students more often than not either suffered through it or went and got physical books,” says Paul Klute, the assistant to the university’s president, who oversees the e-book program. Students didn’t like that they couldn’t flip through random pages, take notes in the margins or highlight text, he says.

Penn State ran a pilot program last fall with 100 of the Sony Reader devices in honors English classes, and found similar results as Northwest Missouri State. The devices are good if you’re using them “on a beach or on an airplane,” said Mike Furlough, assistant dean for scholarly communications at Penn State University Libraries. “But not fully functional for a learning environment.”

Sony’s newest model, the Reader 700, now features note taking and highlighting, says Steve Haber, president of Sony’s digital reading business. The Reader, he says, “is not a multipurpose device, it is designed for focused reading”—something that many educators are looking for in a world where students’ lives are filled with digital distractions.

Northwest Missouri State has since decided to pursue e-books that can be read on small laptops known as netbooks, rather than just a single-purpose e-reader. “A tablet netbook that is sturdy and is as fully functional as a PC has the ability to do word processing and run other programs,” Mr. Klute says.

Some Northwest Missouri State students say they remain fans of digital reading. Eric Pabst, 21, used his laptop to read e-textbooks in his finance class last year. “It’s cool because we don’t have to lug around a huge book anymore,” he says.
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Although students approved of the large screen and ability to reduce the need to carry large amounts of paper, the Kindle did not offer sufficient flexibility in a classroom environment. Difficulty annotating cases and quickly accessing different documents were cited as major limitations of the device and some students eventually abandoned the Kindle in favor of laptops or paper. 75 to 80 percent of Darden students would not recommend the Kindle DX to incoming students although 90 to 95 percent of respondents did approve of the Kindle as a general purpose personal reading device. Video: video & video worksheets Audio: Studentâ€™s Book audio Tests: progress test Unit 4 Resources: PowerPoint Unit 4, review test 1 (Units 1â€“4) business document Unit 4, photocopiable worksheets, Studentâ€™s Book answer key, Studentâ€™s Book glossary. Subject background. This unit has a focus on teams. First, notice that the terms â€œteam buildingâ€ and â€œteam workingâ€ are not the same. Teambuilding is the first stage, and involves the team leader giving people a sense of direction, getting to know each other, recognizing skills and abilities, and establishing a method of working. Once this has Periodic review is essential if you want to move information from your short-term memory to your long-term memory. This will help you get better exam grades. As the research (Cepeda, N. 2008) shows, periodic review beats cramming hands-down.[3]. The optimal review interval varies, depending on how long you want to retain the information. Study smart by using mnemonic devices whenever possible. In addition, you could summarize the information into a comparison table, diagram, or mind map. [9] These tools will help you learn the information much faster. 7. Take notes by hand, instead of using your laptop. Not-so-successful students tend to set performance goals, while successful students tend to set learning goals.[20]. Whatâ€™s the difference between these two types of goals?